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Abstract 

Studies in formal linguistics over the past one decade have not only 

shown that phonotactic constraints are universal, but that parametric 

variations abound cross-linguistically, hence the need for language 

specific investigations. This study investigates vowel sequence and 

the phonemic status of /h/ and /ŋ/ in Ígálà. It employs three separate 

wordlists to gather Ígálà words with vowel sequence, glottal fricative 

/h/ and velar nasal /ŋ/ respectively. The method for elicitation of 

segments was mainly perceptual. The study reveals that out of all 

Ígálà consonants, only the velar nasal /ŋ/ occurs in word final position 

and that the vowel sequence allowed in the language is restricted to /i/ 

occurring either before or after another vowel. It concludes that /h/ 

occurs consistently only before /i/ in the language.  

 

Keywords: Ígálà phonology; vowel sequence; glottal fricative; velar 

nasal. 
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1. Introduction 

In languages, the systematic phonological organization and/or 

patterning of segmental units especially phonemes (discreet 

consonants and vowels) and their combination into syllables, 

morphemes or words, follow definite natural ordering which a 

given language allows or permits. This is the domain of syllable 

structure and phonotactics. While syllable structure deals with 

the combinatory sound sequence(s), which a language allows, 

phonotactics refers to the tactics, arrangement or systematic 

patterns, as well as the acts of combing phonemes to form 

pronounceable units in a language following the dictates of the 

inherent natural ordering of such segments permissible in the 

language. 

Phonotactic constraints abound in languages. This means 

that certain combinatory sequences are not allowed in certain 

languages. For instance, the non-occurrence of /h/ and /ŋ/ in 

certain environments in English are such phonotactic constraints 

or restrictions. Similar restrictions were noted of English 

consonant clusters in Oyebade (1992:49). According to him, 

though consonant clusters (two-three, syllable initial and two-

four, syllable final position) abound in English, certain 

restrictions must be observed:  

 

… in English, if    lust r of thr    onson nts 

begin a word, the first segment of such a 

cluster must be the voiceless stop while the 

last consonant may be a liquid ( /r/ or /l/ ) as 

in words like split, stray, screech etc. 

 

In line with this assertion, Roach (1997:71) succinctly presents, 

at a glance, the typical configuration of three consonant clusters 

obtainable in English in syllable initial position, as exemplified 

in (1). 
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POST-INITIAL  

  l      r        w            j 

p  splay „spr y‟       -       „sp w‟ 

plus initial  t  - „string‟       -        „st w‟ 

  k    „s l rosis‟  „s r  n‟ „squ  k‟    „sk w r‟ 

 

Similar patterning was also reported of English in Todd (1987).  

It should be noted that observing phonotactic constraints 

is not exclusive to English. This phenomenon exists also in other 

languages, African and Nigerian languages in particular. For 

instance, Williamson (1969:91-2) reports that the only 

consonant which can occur in word final position in Igbo (where 

it is syllabic) is /m/ as in dum „ ll‟. Similarly, Ileone (1997, 

2007: 174-5) attests that the language has two basic syllable 

structures namely; the V and the CV where the V-syllable 

specifically consists of only vowel segment or a syllabic nasal 

standing as a free morpheme or functioning as an affix (prefix or 

suffix) in verbal or nominal formatives. The nasal exponent, 

according to him, could be an [m] occurring as a free morpheme 

or an [n] or [ŋ] which is homorganic to the following consonants 

in the same phonetic context as in (2). 

 

2. m mà „knif ‟ 

    ńtì „  r‟, (example, mine) 

    ǹkàtà „b sk t‟ 

 

As new words continued to be introduced into contemporary 

Igbo, especially the Igbo meta-language, Ugorji (2007) and 

Emenanjo (2015), in particular, suggest extending the Igbo 

syllable structure to incorporate (C)(C)V and V(C)(C) into the 

traditional list of syllable structure types in Igbo thereby 
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introducing consonant clusters. In the words of Emenanjo 

(2015:49), „Ugorji (2007) identified the following affricates and 

consonant clusters: bk, gr, kf, kl, kt, tf, tr which he said should 

be incorporated into the syllable structure of Igbo. Emenanjo 

himself, considering a list of meta-language terms from Ogbalu 

(1985) also identifies the following consonant clusters: bl, br, 

dr, fl, fr, ft, gr, kl, kr, kt, pr, sf, sp, st, str, tr. He however 

argued that a number of things are significant about the 

consonant clusters observed among the Type A
1
 and Type B 

speakers of Igbo, namely; (i) those of the Type A speakers are 

fewer in number and are more dialect and/or idiolect specific; 

(ii) those of the Type B speakers involve two or more than two 

consonants unlike the Type A clusters. These, indeed, are 

phonotactic constraints observed by these sets of speakers of 

Igbo. 

In Yoruba, Bamgbose (1969:168) reports that even 

though the following syllable structures: N (i.e.-syllabic nasal) 

 s in     m b    „h  is  oming‟, V  s in     „w ‟  n  cv  s in  bε  

„to p  l‟  r   llow   in Yorub , th r   r    numb r of 

restrictions on the occurrences of vowels in words of V1-V2 

pattern in standard Yoruba. He explains these restrictions further 

thus:  

 

 

 

________________ 
1. Emenanjo (2015:47) classified speakers of contemporary Igbo into four 

types namely; A: the traditional, monolingual native speaker, B: the 

compound, symmetrical or balanced Igbo-English bilingual, C: the bilingual 

native speaker whose speech pattern and repertoire have been exposed to, and 

influenced by languages other than Igbo, especially the Nigerian English, the 

asymmetrical bilingual native speaker who is competent in Igbo but barely 

competent in other languages especially English -   „Z bru  y n‟ 

phenomenon, a sub-class of Igbo-based uneducated Nigerian English. 
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(3). i. V1 cannot be /u/ or a nasalised vowel  

ii. If V1 is /ɛ/ or / /, the second vowel cannot be /e/ 

or /o/.  

iii. If V1 is /e/ or /o/, the second vowel cannot be /a/, 

/ɛ/ or / /. 

 

See also Bamgbose (1990) and Oyebade (2007) for similar 

reports on Yoruba. 

Aziza (2007:279-80) identifies three types of syllable 

structures in Urhobo namely; V, CV and CCV where V stands 

for a vowel, the nucleus of the syllable, and C stands for a 

consonant. Unlike Igbo, Ígálà
2
 and Yoruba, Aziza attests that 

Urhobo does not have syllabic consonants. Explaining the nature 

of the CCV syllable structure in Urhobo, Aziza observes that 

there are two sub-types of the CCV syllable structure in the 

language and both obey certain phonotactic constraints or 

restrictions. The first sub-type which consists of two consonants 

and a vowel is restricted to words that have the first consonant 

as labial (bilabial, labio-dental) or a velar while the second 

consonant must be the voiced alveolar tap as in (4) below. 

 

      4.  bru [bɾu ] CCV  verb  „ ut‟ 

mre [mɾ     ] CCV  verb „s  ‟ 

 

_______________ 
2
 Ígálà belongs to the West Benue-Congo and is more precisely one of the 

„Yoruboi ‟ l ngu g s in North-Central Nigeria. It is a dominant language in 

Kogi State; spoken by over two million natives in nine Local Government 

Areas of the state. The language is equally spoken in some communities 

outside Kogi state: Èbú in Delta state; Ólóhí & Ìfèkwù in Edo State; 

Ógwúrúgwú, Òjó, Ìgá, and Àsàbá in Enugu State; Ò òkpè, Ńjàm, Ìnómà, 

Àlá, Ìgbédò, Ónúgwá, Òdè, Ìgbòkènyi, and Ìlá in Anambra State; and some 

boundary towns in Benue State (cf. Omachonu 2013). 
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kri [kɾ    CCV  verb „b  l t ‟ 

hra  [hɾ    CCV  verb „s  tt r‟ 

aphro [  -ɸɾo ] V-CCV noun „ rgum nt‟ 

egbru  [e-gbɾu ] V-CCV noun „m l  g rm nt‟ 

 

In the case of the second sub-type of CCV syllable structure in 

Urhobo, Aziza (2007:280) explains that ordinarily; this should 

consist of two consonants and a vowel like the one examined 

immediately above but on the contrary, it contains rather a 

consonant and two vowels like a CVV syllable structure. 

Instead, it is such that the first vowel following the onset of the 

syllable is a high front unrounded vowel [i] or a high back 

rounded vowel [u] and the second vowel to follow is neither 

high front unrounded [i] nor high back rounded vowel [u]. 

Phonetically, when articulated or pronounced, the high front 

unrounded is realized as palatal approximant [j] while the high 

back rounded is realized as labial-velar approximant [w], and 

this renders such sequences as a type of CCV syllable structure 

in the language. Data (5) below as given in Aziza (p.280) 

illustrate this. 

 

       5.  mie CVV  [mʲ    CCV  „t k ‟ 

vi    CVV  [vʲ   ] CCV  „ ry‟ 

gua  CVV  [gw  ] CCV  „ riv ‟ 

kua CVV  [kw  ] CCV  „to p  k‟ 

uti  n V-CVV   [u tʲ    ] VCCV  „or ng ‟ 

irhue V-CVV  [i rw  ] VCCV  „liv r‟ 

 

In (5) above, one would observe that what was originally a CVV 

has become CCV at the phonetic level. 

It is well documented in the literature; the non-

occurrence of consonant clusters and consonants in syllable final 

position that most New Benue Congo languages display are also 
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instances of such restrictions (Williamson 1969, Bamgbose 

1969, 1990, Ikekeonwu, 1986, 1996, Iloene 1997, Oshodi, 

2011). Although Ígálà, like most Benue Congo languages, does 

not allow consonant cluster (Omachonu 2001), the language 

permits vowel sequence; and this is highly restricted to certain 

vowels as dictated to by certain phonotactic constraints. 

Similarly, establishing the phonemic status and the occurrences 

of some consonants in syllables in the language, especially the 

glottal fricative /h/ and the velar nasal /ŋ/ are not without such 

restrictions or constraints. Against this background, there is 

therefore, the need to investigate the specific phonotactic 

constraints that govern vowel sequence and the occurrences of 

the glottal fricative /h/ and the velar nasal /ŋ/ in Ígálà 

phonology.  

All said, it may be necessary to distinguish between 

vowel sequence as used in this context and vowel lengthening, 

elongation or double vowel. Whereas the latter refers to the 

occurrence of two or more identical vowels in the same position 

in a word or syllable such as   u „ v ry‟,  m    „but‟,  k o  

„pig‟,    kwut       „pl nty, mu h‟, to m ntion only four, th  form r 

is a process whereby two different vowels co-occur in the same 

phonetic context or position in a word or syllable as in    a 

„ og‟,    pio   „mu ‟, kp   „ n ‟,  n  so on. 

 

2. A Review of Related Works
3
 on Ígálà Phonology 

Omachonu (2000, 2001) through careful, critical and thorough 

phonological analyses, attest that Ígálà language has thirty (30) 

phonemic sounds made up of twenty three (23) consonants and 

seven (7) vowels as against thirty two (32) published in the Ígálà  

 

________________ 
3
 See also Omachonu (2011: 20-25). 
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orthography of 1986 (cf. Miachi & Armstrong (1986). This is 

because using the arguments of free variation, equi-phonemic 

principle, basic alternant and uniformity in the written medium, 

[nm] as in     „to  rink‟,        „pot‟  n       „r st‟ or 

„holi  y‟ in   rt in  i l  ts of Ígálà is analyzed as an allophone 

to the bilabial nasal /m/ in the standard or central Ígálà. 

Likewise [nwu  „for‟ propos    s th  only tri gr ph in th  1986 

orthography is redundant since the alphabet already contains 

[nw] as a consonant and [u] as a vowel. Therefore, introducing 

[nwu] as a separate phoneme or letter in the orthography, will 

 mount to viol ting th  prin ipl  of “  onomy of th  

phoneme
4
.” By th s   rgum nts  s o   sion   by th  

phonological analyses of actual data in Ígálà, neither [nm] nor 

[nwu] is distinctive and therefore should not be treated as 

separate phonemes in the standard (central) Ígálà language (cf. 

Omachonu 2000, 2001). 

As reported in Omachonu (2011:20-1), Ígálà language 

operates a seven vowel system comprising:/a, e, ẹ, i, o, ọ, u/ as 

exemplified in the words below. The diacritics (´ ) and ( ˋ) stand  

for High and Low tones respectively, whereas the mid tone  

remains unmarked (except in phonetic transcription) in the 

language as displayed on the data in (6). 

 

6. Vowel Word Initial   Word Medial     Word Final 

      /a/     álu ‘mouth’  ùkp lu ‘tongu ’    ùch  ‘pot’ 

      /e/     éjú  ‘ y ’  ìbénu  ‘witn ss’      l    ‘pov rty’ 

       ẹ       l    ‘fiv ’  ùf         ‘lov ’         t     ‘   ’ 

      /i/     w    ‘p ins’  òjima   ‘honour’    éli  ‘song’ 

_________________ 
4
 This is a principle in phonological analysis that constrains the analyst from 

proliferating phonemes in a language. According to the principle, the fewer 

the number of phonemes identified in a language, the better the analysis (cf. 

Oyebade 1992, Omachonu 2000, 2001). 
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      /o/     jί ‘h    th ft’ mon   ‘p opl ’   éw  ‘go t’ 

      ọ    ó  ma ‘chil ’   mọm  ‘chil r n’ è  jọ  ‘ ight’ 

     /u/   ùl    ‘journ y’    u w   ‘pr y r’    chù ‘moon’ 

 

Similarly, the language has a total of twenty three (23) 

consonants, which could be subdivided into the following 

groups using manner of articulation, place of articulation and 

state of the glottis. Manner of articulation refers to the way the 

various organs of speech are employed in the production of 

speech sounds. Place of articulation is the point along the vocal 

tract where the greatest obstruction occurs in the production of a 

particular sound(s) whereas state of the glottis indicates whether 

or not the vocal cords vibrate in the course of producing a 

consonant sound which renders it either voiced or voiceless. 

Based on the above criteria, the classification and description of 

Ígálà consonants were rendered thus (Omachonu 2011:21-22): 

 

    7(i). Plosives 

    Word Initial               Word Medial      Word Final 

 /p/   pú   ‘to   n ’       ò ়pá  ‘groun nut’      *
5 

/b/    bí ‘to giv   irth’  ébi ‘hung r’           * 

/t/    tò   ‘to urin t ’ àtè      ‘   ’        * 

/d/   dó় ‘to c ll’ ádú   ‘sl v ’         * 

/k/    ko় ‘to writ         úkó়   ‘cough’   * 

/g/    gá  ‘to s w,         àgó     ‘w ist’        * 

/kp/  kpa  ‘to kill’        ákpá    ‘clou ’              * 

/gb/   gbó়  ‘to h  r’     àgb     ‘pl nt in’    * 

/kw/   kwà  ‘to shout’    úkwú   ‘   th’     * 

/gw/   gwá   ‘to gr  t’  úgwà  ‘gr  tings’         * 

 

____________________ 
5
 „*‟ means the consonant sounds do not occur in word final position. 
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(ii). Nasals  

/m/   mà     ‘to know’     ùmà  ‘knowl  g ’       * 

/n/   né় ‘to carry’      úná    ‘fire’            * 

/ɲ/    nyá  ‘to   rg in  ànyà ‘ icycl ’           * 

 ŋ    ngó়  ‘to p ck’     ángè়়jé ় ‘tortoise’         

 òun       ‘3sg’ 

/ŋw/  nwà  ´ to m  sur ’   ànwàgó ‘ x m’          * 

 

(iii). Fricatives  

/f/    fu   ‘to g rmin t ’   àfè় ‘shirt’                * 

/h/    hì   ‘to cook’     ìhìòló  ‘c t rrh’         * 

 

(iv). Affricates 

/tʃ/   ch    ‘to  o’      ó ়ch    ‘so p’           * 

/ʤ/    jẹ     ‘to   t’        áji     ‘riv r’           * 

 

(v). Semi vowels 

/r/   rè়  ‘to vomit’   é়rè ়      ‘l g’          * 

/l/     lù ‘to sm ll’     élè   ‘python’        * 

/j/     yè  ‘to fin       ’ùy   ‘ joy’           * 

/w/  wú   ‘to uproot’   ìwá     ‘ irt’           * 

 

From the consonant and vowel distributions as exemplified in 

words of the language in (7) above, the clear cut syllable 

structures of Ígálà have been identified in the forms of V, CV 

and CVV but the most common is CV. This is because CV has 

the widest distribution as it is found word initially, medially and 

finally. The syllable structure and phonotactics of the language 

reveal that although it permits vowel sequence, it does not allow 

consonant clusters (Omachonu 2000, 2001, 2011).  
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Ígálà maintains predominantly open syllable structure, 

which means that consonants do not occupy syllable or word 

fin l position  x  pt th  syll bi  v l r n s l (ŋ)  s in (8). 

 

8. é়u n [ u ŋ ]            „thing‟ 

    ùjè়u n [ùʤε u ŋ    „foo ‟ 

    òun [òu ŋ     „h  sh  it‟.  

 

Notice that the syllabic nasal in (8) maintains constant mid-tone 

irrespective of the tone of the preceding segment. 

In addition, nouns are mainly vowel initial whereas verbs 

are predominantly consonant initial as evident in (9). 

 

9. Noun   Verb 

    óma ‘chil ’   jẹ ‘to   t’ 

    àtá ‘f th r’  mì ‘ to sw llow’ 

    áji ‘riv r’    jί ‘to st  l’ 

   éwó ‘go t’   mọ ‘to  rink’ 

   ólí ‘tr   stick’  gw   ‘to w sh. 

   álu ‘mouth’  mú ‘to c tch’ 

  únyí ‘hous ’  che ‘to  o’  

 

As reported in Omachonu (2000, 2001), contrary to the popular 

view that the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ is a universal sound 

(cf. Schane 1973); Ígálà language has no /s/ in its sound system.  

Tone and intonation function distinctively in Ígálà 

language. Ígálà is a register tone language. It uses the three basic 

register tones (tonemes) of High, Mid and Low contrastively to 

perform both lexical and syntactic functions in the language (see 

Omachonu 2001: 97-98). However, the language does not allow 

mid tone word initially for noun class words. It is either Low or 
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High (consider the tone patterns of the various words in the 

examples given in (6, 7, 8 & 9) above. 

Similarly, using a descriptive approach, Ejeba (2009:6) 

(see also Omachonu 2011: 24-25) observes that the functional 

load of tone in Ígálà language is very high, with implications for 

lexical entries, word formation and the distinction of syntactic 

structures. According to him, Ígálà has high, mid and low tones, 

with a rising tone variant of high tone and a falling tone variant 

of low tone. The extra high and the downstepped high tones are 

other tones operational in syntactic constructions. The final low 

tone in words is conditioned to a falling tone, after the high tone, 

in conformity to the high tone superiority condition, as in certain 

deverbal noun stems, Interrogative Pronouns, some VCV words 

on H/L moras, and in RE and EE attached to words with final 

high tones. The semantic separateness between the Interrogative 

and Indefinite Pronouns is established with the minimal tone 

interchange between the two subsets. Unitary mora is observed 

as preferable in the morphological process of compounding as 

opposed to the bimoraic unit at the juncture of merely 

juxtaposed words. Ejeba reports further that whereas 

independent words are fully toned in isolation, tone is assigned 

to clitics only in syntactic positions, to express syntactic 

distinctions for subjects, objects and genitive phrases, to express 

tense, aspect, mood (TAM) and negation on subject clitics, and 

to specify the semantic role of non-pronominal enclitics. The 

Global Subject Clitic is a clitic copy in second position to NPs, 

for the tonal specification of TAM and negation in sentences 

where NPs rather than pronominal clitics occur as subjects. 

Tone assignment also dominates distinction of sentences as 

statements, interrogatives and negatives. The tonal behaviours of 

especially pronominal clitics on the whole border on the tone-

syntax interface in Ígálà. With this plethora of evidence, Ejeba 

 on lu  s thus: “It thus  pp  rs to b  th t no    qu t   n  
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meaningful description of Ígálà is possible without recourse to 

tone”. 

 

3. Methodology 

Data gathering for the study commenced with the compilation of 

three separate wordlists: one on vowel sequence and the other 

two on the glottal fricative /h/ and velar nasal /ŋ/ respectively. 

Through the use of the wordlists, comprehensive lists of Ígálà 

words with vowel sequence, glottal fricative /h/ and velar /ŋ/ 

w r  g th r  . This is in    ition to th  r s  r h r‟s intuition  s 

a native speaker of the language and his observation of the 

natural spontaneous discourse and elicited spoken data from 

other fluent native speakers while searching for the segments 

investigated in the present study. The method for elicitation of 

the segments was mainly perceptual as the descriptions of the 

phonemes were based on their production and occurrence(s) in 

words of the language.  

 

4. Data Presentation and Analysis 

From the three wordlists, words were sub-categorized into four 

groups as follows: Table I contains words that deal mainly with 

vowel sequence. Table II has only words which show the 

position of /h/ in Ígálà words/syllables, table III is made up of 

words that can serve as examples for both vowel sequence and 

the phonemic status of the glottal fricative /h/ whereas table IV 

contains examples of the occurrence of the velar nasal /ŋ/ in 

words or syllables.  
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Table I: Vowel /i/ occurring either before or after another 

vowel 
/ai/     / /ia/     / 

  i b  „f m l  

n m ‟ 

b     

„to   fil ‟ 

 b   „ og‟ èbio jo   „n m  of 

p rson‟ 

  i  hi  „ r gs, 

s n im nts‟ 

   bi    „bloo ‟ o  pì  „m t h t‟    pìo  „mu ‟ 

  i     „willful 

courting of 

troubl ‟  

bi   n   „to b  

b  ‟ 

o  tàj   „  p‟ o  bio  lo   „gru l‟ 

  i ko  „p rt of 

the 

alimentary 

canal of an 

ins  t‟ 

àgòbi   

„n m  of 

p rson‟ 

o  làf à „h  lth‟    hio   „br    fruit‟ 

kpài   „ n ‟ kp bi    „to 

spoil‟ 

òkólóbì  „m l  

youth fri n ‟ 

hio j   „to stroll‟ 

àkpài  „  

muslim 

fri n ‟ 

 pi    bi   

„hiss‟ 

òmì  hì „n m  of 

p rson‟ 

hi o  wo  „to b  f ult 

of‟ 

àilò „f  r‟    b   n   „sin‟ hi       „to m  t by 

 h n  ‟ 

 

àiko  „ o k‟  mi   „  w‟ hi   j     „to b  sloppy 

and untidy 

 

 

àgb  lò 

„n m  of 

bir ‟ 

 i hi  „sn  z ‟  

àt   „n m  of 

p rson‟ 

  hì  „tir  n ss‟  

o  k   „n m  

of p rson‟ 

 i hi b    „m l  n m ‟  

o  l   „soul‟   i hi   nyi  „troubl , 

probl m‟ 

 

o  w ilo 

„ h m l on‟ 

   

o  màt in  

„tig r‟ 
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/ie/ /iu/ /io/  

mì jò „to 

sh k ‟ 

 kp h u 

„str ngth, 

pow r‟  

ìhìoló „  t rrh‟  

èbi  „s v n‟ àgàh u 

„n m  of 

p rson‟ 

hioolo „i  ophon ; 

n  t‟ 

 

òh emi 

„n m  of 

p rson‟ 

   

ògb gb ìl    

„forv r‟ 

hi uko  „to 

mark, 

inscribe 

mark on 

sth‟ 

hìoló „shift  si  ‟  

 

In Table I above, vowel sequence as allowed in Ígálà language 

is restricted to vowel /i/ occurring either before or after another 

vowel. It is interesting to note that six of the seven vowels /a, e, 

  , o, o , u/ in Ígálà, can co-occur with the high front unrounded /i/ 

in vowel sequence context as could be seen from the data above. 

But /i/ co-occurs more frequently with /a / as shown in the 

examples in columns (1 &3) in the table above than / ,   , o, o , & 

u/. 

 

Table II. Glottal fricative /h/ occurring consistently only 

before high front unrounded vowel /i/ 

hì „to  o k‟ àh m  „lous ‟    gàhì „glory‟ 

h  „to w  v ‟  h m  „m   

p rson‟ 

o  gbàhì „n m  of 

tr  ‟ 

hi „to h v  s x with‟ òhìmìnì „s  ‟ àwóhì „l ft‟ 

hi     „to shut, to  los ‟   hi t    „ s ort‟  wòhì „m j sty‟ 
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Table II above shows that the glottal fricative /h/ occurs 

consistently before a high front unrounded vowel /i/ in word 

initial, medial and final positions in Ígálà. Apart from Idakwoji 

(2015: 223) who gave the following three words in (10) which 

may appear to be somewhat exceptional.  

 

      10. hà  „wh t  bout, what of? 

h  i   „  short whil   go, not long  go‟ 

h      „  v ri nt of hà‟ 

 

one hardly finds instances of /h/ occurring before another vowel 

in the Ígálà language. It may also be interesting to observe that 

in column 3 of Table II especially in the case of the three-

syllable words ending with -hi, the tone is consistently low as 

evident in (11). 

  

     11.    gàhì  „glory‟  

o  gbàhì „n m  of tr  ‟ 

àwóhì  „l ft‟ 

 wòhì „m j sty‟ 

òt hì  „t il‟ 

h k  „to b  qui k f st, 

hurry up‟ 

 h  „w  ving‟ òt hì „t il‟ 

hi    „to  ol  out in   

n gligibl  qu ntity‟ 

òhì „  nsw r‟ òh mógbó „big 

s  k‟ 

hi t    „to  s ort‟  h  „ 

odour/smelling 

r t‟ 

òh   k  „s  rifi  ‟ 

hi hi  „to sn  z ‟  hì „  ooking‟    gb hì‟tr y m    

from p lm fronts‟ 

  hì „n m  of tr  ‟    t   m hì „n m  of 

 l n in Ig l m l ‟ 
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   gb hì „tr y m    from p lm fronts‟ 

   t   m hì „n m  of  l n in Ig l m l ‟ 

 

Table III: A combination of vowel sequence as in Table I 

and the occurrence of /h/ before only /i/ as shown in Table II. 

 

 

As a way to further justify or buttress the positions in Tables I 

and II, Table III displays words that combine evidence of vowel 

sequence as shown in table I and the consistent occurrence of 

the glottal fricative /h/ before a high front unrounded vowel /i/as 

shown in table II. 

 

Table IV: /ŋ/ occurring in word initial, medial and final 

positions in Ígálà 

Word Initial Word Medial Word Final 

ŋ  „to b  s  r  ‟  ŋ  „skin‟ uŋ  „him h r it 

àh  bà „n m  of p rson‟ ìhi b    „n m  of p rson‟ 

àh  k  „story‟ ìhìoló „  t rrh‟ 

àgàh u „n m  of p rson‟ ìh  jà „mi -morning‟ 

ìhì  „n m  of gr ss‟ ìh  nyì „troubl   probl m‟ 

ìh   „ r y fish‟ òh  mi „n m  of p rson‟ 

 hi  „sn  z ‟  o  h  l  „history‟ 

 hì  „tir  n ss‟  hi  n   „n m  of p rson‟ 

hì  „to b  tir  ‟  kp h u „ str ngth, pow r‟ 

hi       „to m  t by  h n  ‟  

hio j   „to stroll‟  

hi uko  „to m rk, ins rib  m rk on sth‟  

hi o  wo  „to b  f ult of „  

hi   j     „to b  sloppy  n  unti y  

hìoolo „i  ophon ; n  t‟  

hìoló „shift  si  ‟  
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ŋ  „to s r p , to 

scratch in order to 

r mov ‟ 

  ŋ  „ n instrum nt 

for carving (hard) 

woo ‟ 

ɛ u ŋ  „thing‟ 

ŋ   „to p  k‟  ŋɛ ʤɛ  „tortois ‟ òu ŋ  „h  sh  it 

ŋà „to show 

(som on  th  w y)‟ 

 ŋ   „b  ‟  ʤɛ u ŋ  „foo ‟ 

ŋ  ru  „to r  on il ‟   ŋ ŋ  „n m  of  

bir ‟ 

  mɛ u ŋ  „things‟ 

 

Normally, consonants do not occur in syllable or word 

final position in Ígálà except the velar nasal /ŋ/ orthographically 

writt n  s „n‟ (wh r  it is  lw ys syll bi )  s employed in (12). 

 

      12. un      →       [u ŋ      „him h r it‟ (3sg object pronoun) 

 oun    →       [òu ŋ    „h ‟ sh ‟ 

   un    →       [ɛ u  ŋ     „thing‟ 

 

Interestingly, it is only the velar nasal /ŋ/ that can occur in word 

initial, medial and final positions in Ígálà as shown in Table IV 

above. Besides, whenever it occurs in word final position as 

shown in the examples in the last column of table IV above, it 

bears mid tone consistently.  

 

4.1. Discussion 

The syllable structure and the phonotactics of Ígálà language as 

revealed in this study, shows that although the language does not 

allow consonant clusters, it permits vowel sequence. Even the 

vowel sequence, it is observed, is restricted to a high front 

unrounded vowel /i/ occurring either before or after another 

vowel (c.f. Table I above). Interestingly, six of the seven vowels 

/ ,  ,   , o, o , u/ in Ígálà, virtually all can co-occur with the high 

front unrounded /i/ in vowel sequence contexts even though it 
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co-occurs more frequently with /a / and /   /. Similar restrictions 

or phonotactic rules were observed in Yoruba (see Bamgbose 

1969) even though in the case of Yoruba, the restrictions occur 

across syllable boundaries where two vowels co-occur in a 

word.  

Similarly, in the quest to determine the phonemic status 

of the glottal fricative /h/, the study reveals that the occurrence 

of the sound is restricted to preceding only a high front 

unrounded vowel /i/ in Ígálà (see Table II above) wherever it 

occurs- word initial, medial and final positions. The implication 

of this discovery in particular, is that the inclusion of /h/ world 

finally especially for personal names such as   t  h,       jo  h, 

  nu h,   gwu   h,   t   o h in Ígálà is erroneous. First, it is an 

attempt to force the English language system on the Ígálà 

l ngu g ; wh t som  m y r f r to  s „Angli iz tion‟ (Etu 1999, 

Omachonu 2007). Second, such inclusion is not phonologically 

relevant in the language.  It is altogether, a product of error. 

Further proof of the validity of the above claim(s) is that the 

sound /h/ though written in those names, is not pronounceable in 

that position and this confirms its phonetic and/or phonemic 

irrelevance in that environment. Lastly, the velar nasal /ŋ/ 

orthogr phi  lly writt n  s „n‟ (wh r  it is  lw ys syll bi ) is 

discovered to be the only consonant that can occupy word or 

syllable final position in Ígálà. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The study investigates the natural ordering of vowel sequence, 

the phonemic status of the glottal fricative /h/, and the velar 

nasal /ŋ/ in Ígálà based on the presupposition that phonotactic 

constraints abound in every language which allow or disallow 

certain combinatory sequence(s) in the language. The results of 

the study point clearly to the relevant phonotactic rules that 
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operate in Ígálà, namely; (1) that although Ígálà does not allow 

consonant clusters, it permits vowel sequence which is restricted 

to a high front unrounded vowel /i/ occurring either before or 

after another vowel; (2) that the velar nasal /ŋ/ is the only 

consonant that can occupy word or syllable final position in 

Ígálà, and (3) that the glottal fricative /h/ is restricted to 

preceding only high front unrounded vowel /i/ in word initial, 

medial and final positions in the language.   

It is to be noted that even though phonotactic constraints 

may appear to be universal, parametric variations abound. This 

is because there are certain subtle details that may be language 

specific, hence the needs for language specific investigation 

such as this. Besides, even though the literature of linguistic 

investigation or research on African languages may be replete 

with empirical studies in this area, Ígálà and other small group 

languages in Nigeria hardly have this kind of report at present. 

This underscores the importance of the present study as it could 

be said to have provided some descriptive data of present–day 

spoken Ígálà which in turn could serve as an avenue to draw 

new insights into the phonological systems of other Benue 

Congo languages. 
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